Bringing Bottom Line Benefits To Your Practice
> WebMD Radiology solutions are installed
in some of the leading imaging centers in
the nation, where they have helped increase
efficiency, accelerate report turnaround,
improve patient service and quality of care
and increase reimbursement – all while
improving the bottom line of the practice.

To ensure your solution performs as you
expect, the exclusive WebMD Customer First
Program offers a dedicated personal resource
to assist you and your practice with any
questions or concerns you may have about
your WebMD radiology solution.

Radiology Solutions
your way

> WebMD Radiology is focused on
the success of your practice.
If you would like additional information,
or wish to speak with someone about your
specific requirements, please visit us at
www.webmdps.com or phone 877.WebMD.01.

About WebMD Practice Services
WebMD® Practice Services helps practices meet
the challenges of healthcare with innovative solutions,
including electronic health records, encounter documentation, document and image management, and
wireless and Internet connectivity. These solutions are
designed to streamline workflow through automation,
allowing providers to focus on patient care.
For more information, call 877.WebMD.01 or visit
us at www.webmdps.com.
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Works Thinks Moves
the way you do

We b M D R a d i o l o g y :
P o w e r i n g Yo u r R a d i o l o g y P r a c t i c e

With the industry’s leading billing solution and bestof-breed PACS, WebMD Radiology delivers focused
applications you need to solve challenges today, and
the end-to-end solution that can power your practice
well into the future.
> The WebMD® Radiology product suite
provides a full complement of products designed
to improve workflow and diagnostic capabilities
for administrative staff and radiologists in the
outpatient radiology environment.

From patient scheduling and flow tracking to
diagnostic and document imaging, from coding and
claims processing to integrated voice recognition and
efficient report delivery, WebMD Radiology works,
thinks, and moves the way you do.

teleradiologists, referring physicians, and radiology
colleagues consulted on a case – can enjoy the very same
access and functionality as local users, via the web.

charts, images, and administrative files from any
workstation with local network access. This includes
simultaneous access from multiple locations.

Using a secure, encrypted Web protocol, all users,
whether local or remote, can access all of a patient’s
images and reports, which are always available online.
PACS users can leverage advanced 3D imaging tools,
orthopedic planning templates and more. The
benefits of a true Web-based PACS are undeniable,
and you’ll see dramatic gains in efficiency with
a radiology solution from WebMD.

Business Intelligence Reporting

®

Intergy RIS
> The radiology solution that’s also a

In addition to offering complete practice management
functionality, Intergy RIS facilitates management of
patients and practice resources – including equipment,
technologists, radiologists and exam rooms – throughout
the exam process. Information is entered once and can
be accessed and updated from any workstation in the
system.
For those practices requiring the sharing of information
with third party software offerings – legacy PACS, voice
recognition systems, and others – the Intergy RIS is
equipped with IHE-compliant HL7 support. The HL7
interfaces we provide also allow you to exchange critical
information with hospitals or billing services, enabling

w o r k s ,

access to accurate patient, financial and clinical
data and the ability to analyze and use that
data effectively.

WebMD EDI Services

you to move patient demographics, visit information and
charges from one site to another. Secure and compliant,
our HL7 interface helps reduce data entry errors and
redundancy. Combining WebMD Radiology’s years
of experience with unrivaled, integrated Intergy
billing capabilities, the Intergy RIS brings your practice
workflow and administrative tools you need to succeed.

> To support the industry's growing need
to communicate electronically with outside
organizations, WebMD Practice Services
provides you with electronic access to

Document Imaging Solutions

practice solution, the Intergy RIS is easy
to use and powerful in functionality.

practice's success can be enhanced by timely

WebMD InfoPOINT, an advanced practice intelligence
tool, offers easy-to-use solutions for effective management
control. With more than 170 standard reports and ad-hoc
information analysis, this system provides a powerful
foundation for addressing financial and clinical
management challenges today and into the future.

Comprehensive Radiology Solutions
The following WebMD solutions are designed to enable
you to effectively manage your radiology practice while
delivering optimum care to your patients.

> Regardless of size or specialty, every medical

insurance providers, laboratories,
pharmacies and hospitals.

> WebMD's imaging solutions combine

Intergy® PACS

easy-to-use and completely configurable

> Through a strategic partnership with Dynamic

software with state-of-the-art hardware

Imaging of Allendale, New Jersey, WebMD now

to manage hard-copy documents and

offers one of the industry’s top-ranked PACS

images in digital form.

solutions to our radiology clients.
In combination with the strong radiology practice
management system you currently use – whether that’s
WebMD Intergy Practice or The Medical Manager®
software – Intergy PACS is a robust solution designed
to meet all of your administrative and clinical needs.

The unique radiology solution from WebMD
facilitates management of virtually any document
or image file directly from within your practice
management system while maintaining its original
format. This helps reduce operating costs, optimizes
workflow and increases quality of care.

Intergy PACS sets the standard for imaging workflow
and collaboration. With proper authorization and
appropriate privileges, all remote users – such as

With these systems, retrieval of critical information
becomes far more efficient and reliable. Physicians
and other office staff have the ability to access patient
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The system enables many electronic connectivity
features, including HIPAA-ready claims, claims
status checking and eligibility verification.
You also benefit from extensive print and
mail services, along with clinical tools such as
prescriptions and laboratory tests that
can be completed electronically.
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